
You are going to listen to a woman who believes in being friendly. First you will have 45 seconds 
to study the task below, then you will hear the recording twice. While listening, match the 
beginnings of the sentences (1–7) with the sentence endings (A–J). There are two sentence 
endings that you should not use. Write your answers in the boxes provided on the answer 
sheet. The first one (0) has been done for you.

After the second listening, you will have 45 seconds to check your answers.

Peace begins with one person

0 Ms Harlow enjoyed hearing people ___. 

1 Ms Harlow realizes that many of her clients ___.

2 While they get their meal, some people ___.

3 Once Ms Harlow saw a female customer who ___.

4 Ms Harlow gave her a meal and then the woman ___.

5 Some time after the woman’s visit to the diner, Ms Harlow ___.

6 Ms Harlow asks herself if being kind ___.

7 Ms Harlow is convinced that people ___.
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You are going to listen to a woman who believes in being friendly. First you will have 45 seconds 
to study the task below, then you will hear the recording twice. While listening, match the 
beginnings of the sentences (1–7) with the sentence endings (A–J). There are two sentence 
endings that you should not use. Write your answers in the boxes provided on the answer 
sheet. The first one (0) has been done for you.

After the second listening, you will have 45 seconds to check your answers.

Peace begins with one person

0 Ms Harlow enjoyed hearing people ___. 

1 Ms Harlow realizes that many of her clients ___.

2 While they get their meal, some people ___.

3 Once Ms Harlow saw a female customer who ___.

4 Ms Harlow gave her a meal and then the woman ___.

5 Some time after the woman’s visit to the diner, Ms Harlow ___.

6 Ms Harlow asks herself if being kind ___.

7 Ms Harlow is convinced that people ___.

A got her money back

B might feel very lonely

C should look after other people

D could help poor families 

E could really make a difference

F talk openly about their beliefs

G spent a long time at the restaurant

H started crying

I want to chat about life

J wanted money for a ticket 
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Peace begins with one person Von der Lehrperson auszufüllen
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